ACCENTURE
ENGINEERING COMPUTE
(AEC) SOLUTION

Transforming the
Engineering Compute
Environment with AI
In most semiconductor companies today, engineering compute environments can’t keep pace with the agility,
flexibility and cost efficiency needed to support increasingly demanding product design life cycles:

THE ENGINEERING
COMPUTE

environment faces a significant
challenge in containing its
total cost of operations given
the exponential growth of the
infrastructure required to support
increasing product design
complexity and faster time to
market imperatives.

MANY COMPANIES

are also diversifying their product
lines to expand their total
addressable market and grow
through adjacencies.

THIS GROWING PRODUCT
PORTFOLIO

coupled with dynamic changes
in priorities further complicates
companies’ ability to optimize the
planning and scheduling of design
simulations on the engineering
compute infrastructure.

The Accenture Engineering Compute (AEC) solution delivers dramatic improvements in resource (compute,
network, and storage) utilization, while optimizing tool license consumption costs and enabling faster
completion of product design cycles. The heart of the solution is Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
(AIML)-based resource prediction and forecast engines that:
•

Uses batch and real-time
prediction components that work
in concert to model the behavior
of the compute environment
(users, job classes, runtime, and
CPU/memory consumption).

•

Incorporates a Demand and
Capacity Planning module
that automatically generate
rationalized, balanced demand
plans ahead of infrastructure
capacity need.

•

Works in conjunction with
a Resource Orchestrator,
providing the businessspecific rules and
configuration for the most
efficient placement of
workloads (i.e., on-premise
or in the public cloud) while
ensuring jobs don’t get killed
due to false predictions.

•

Includes a dashboard that
provides the visibility on key
performance indicators and
diagnostics, with the ability
to drill down to individual
workload/ host/ storage
filer mount levels to project
infrastructure capacity
requirements with greater
confidence while quickly
detecting and remediating
hot spots.

The solution can be configured to operate in the public cloud, on-premise environments, or a hybrid model, with
the ability to burst workloads based on policy while meeting data I/O latency and data consistency requirements.

AEC Business Value Delivered
Total Cost of Operating: Lower
CAPEX needed to address
exponential growth in chip
design resource requirements.

•

•

Flexibility/Agility: Hybrid
cloud bursts and lift-and-shift
capability.

•

•

Business Protection: 0% kill rate
for critical jobs.

•

Storage Efficiency: Efficient
data life cycle management
across data tiers and no I/O
bottlenecks.
Planning and Forecasting:
Automated and fine-grain
resource planning and a
shared planning resource
pool.

•

License Optimization: Lower
cost of licenses.

•

Job Profile Optimization:
Reduced run times and
improved job performance
through root-cause analysis
of errant jobs and better job
profiling.

Why Accenture Semiconductor
Accenture Semiconductor is committed to working with semiconductor
manufacturers and companies to help capitalize on the opportunities
created by digital disruption and optimize efficiencies across product
development, manufacturing, supply chain and business operations.
We have deep relationships, experience, and expertise across the
semiconductor ecosystem: foundries, fabless, equipment makers, and
IDM. Along with dedicated practice areas and proven results in mergers
and acquisitions, R&D, supply chain, manufacturing, product lifecycle
management, and systems implementation.

For more information, contact us:
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